
How to Bet on the Final Four: March
Madness Betting Guide

NCAA Men’s Final Four: Start Times, Odds & Top
Sportsbook Bonuses

NEWS RELEASE BY ACROUD US

March Madness is almost over now that the Final Four has arrived; this is the last stop before the

championship round. The final field consists of No. 5 San Diego State, No. 4 UConn Huskies, No. 9

Florida Atlantic, and No. 5 Miami. Top legal sportsbooks are offering up to $3,450 in welcome

bonuses for new users during the 2023 NCAA Men’s Basketball Tournament.

 <<Click-To-Collect DraftKings Promo>>  

 <<Use BetMGM Bonus Code NDBONUS for $1,000 Value>> 

 <<Use Caesars Promo Code NDFULL for $1,250 Value>> 

21+. Gambling Problem? Call or text 1-800-GAMBLER

March Madness Final Four 2023:

San Diego | March 31, 2023 06:00 PM Eastern Daylight Time
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IntroductionSan Diego State Aztecs (current moneyline) vs Florida
Atlantic University Owls (current moneyline)

Time: April 1, 2023 6:09 EST

Location: NRG Stadium - Houston, TX

TV: CBS

Florida Atlantic has made history as the first No. 9 seed in the Final Four since 2016 and they are

narrow underdogs to the Aztecs entering this game. This is their fourth game as underdogs in

tournament games and so far the Owls are 3-0 ATS as such. The Aztecs have covered in their last

six games.

With a two-point spread and a 132-point over/under, oddsmakers are predicting a defensive-heavy

game from both squads.

UConn Huskies (current ML) vs Miami Hurricanes (current ML)

Time: April 1, 2023 8:49 EST

Location: NRG Stadium - Houston, TX

TV: CBS

The Huskies are the favorite in this game, and now the leading favorite to cut down the net on

April 3. But they first have to outlast a talented, hardworking Miami team that upset a very

talented Texas team in the Elite Eight. Free throws were crucial for the Hurricanes in their win last

round, having made 28 of the 32 total. Free throw rate allowed is a weakness of UConn, as they

rank 319th in the country in that category. This will be something to watch.

Still, the Huskies are strong 5.5-point favorites over the Hurricanes. They have covered in nine of

their last 10 games and four straight heading into this game.

Best Sportsbooks, Bonuses for the Final Four

You can bet on sports in many states across the nation, but only 24 states offer online sports

betting legally. Eligibility varies from state to state, but as a general rule you must be 21+ and

physically present in the state where you’ll be betting. Residency is not required. Here are the best

offers from some of the top rated sports betting apps.

DraftKings Sportsbook Review & Promo Code

DraftKings has established itself as one of the top sportsbook options in the U.S. Along with its

extensive sports wagering catalog, its DFS platform is wildly popular as well as its casino platform.

 <<Click-To-Collect DraftKings Promo Code>>  
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You don’t need a code to claim the DraftKings bonus. Instead, use a link on this page to head to

the DraftKings Sportsbook site and sign up for an account. Once you do, you’ll qualify for the

welcome bonus.

After you sign up and deposit money into your account, DraftKings will provide a $50 bet if your

initial deposit is for $5 or more. Also, DraftKings will match your first deposit in bonus funds at a

rate of 20% up to a maximum of $1,000. For example, if you deposit $100, DraftKings will provide

$20 for the deposit match along with the $50 bonus bet.

In addition to the above promotion, new customers can also receive $150 in bonus bets if their first

moneyline bet at DraftKings Sportsbook is a winner. Place your first bet of at least $5 to be eligible

for this bonus. If your selection is a winner, you’ll receive the bonus in the form of six bets for $25

each in addition to your winnings.

If you are located in Massachusetts, you are still eligible for the initial $1,050. You can also bet $5

and redeem $200 win or lose, paid as eight $25 bets.

BetMGM Sportsbook Review & Promo Code

BetMGM of MGM Resorts is home to an extensive online sports betting catalog in addition to

several brick-and-mortar casino locations around the U.S. BetMGM is home to tons of promotions,

including the one below with BetMGM bonus code NDBONUS..

 <<Use BetMGM Bonus Code NDBONUS for $1,000 Value>> 

Once you’ve signed up using the code, deposit at least $10 into your account. Then place a wager

of your choice on any sport that BetMGM offers odds on. If that bet loses, BetMGM will provide a

refund for the full amount of your wager, up to $1,000, in bonus bets that you can then wager at

the online sportsbook.

Note for users in Massachusetts: If you redeemed the BetMGM Massachusetts pre-launch

promotion, you are not eligible to redeem this offer.

Caesars Sportsbook Review & Promo Code

Caesars has established itself as a frontrunner in both the sports betting and entertainment spaces.

It too has several retail establishments in addition to an online platform. It ’s known for its extensive

rewards program, Caesars Rewards.

 <<Use Caesars Promo Code NDFULL for $1,250 Value>> 

To claim the welcome bonus at Caesars Sportsbook, sign up for an account using the Caesars

promo code NDFULL. Then, place a wager of your choice. If that first bet loses, Caesars will issue

a refund for the amount of your wager as a single bonus bet, up to $1,250. You will want to use the

bonus bet within two weeks of the online sportsbook issuing it to your account, as it expires after

that. If you are located in Massachusetts or Ohio, you can redeem this same offer up to $1,500.
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If you or a loved one is experiencing problems with gambling, call 1-800-327-5050 or visit

www.mahelpline.org/problemgambling to speak with a trained specialist for free, 24/7

OH only. 21+. Gambling Problem? Call or text 1-800-GAMBLER

How to Bet the Total on Final Four Games

Betting totals, or the over/under, is one of the most popular wagers that sports bettors make. In

essence, oddsmakers set a projected total points to be scored between the two teams playing. As

the bettor, you decide whether you think the total points will be over or under that total, hence

the term “over/under.” An example of this type of bet is as follows:

DraftKings Promo Code Bonus Bet Example: UConn Huskies vs. Miami
Hurricanes Moneyline Odds

If you sign up on this page, you can a bet $5 win $150 bet. If you were to place this on the Miami

Hurricanes moneyline and the Miami Hurricanes were to win, you would get six $25 bonus bets.

These odds are drastically improved as currently the Miami moneyline is at +205. A $5 bet on Miami

to win, only earns a total payout of $15.25.

Note that you can use this DraftKings promo of Bet $5 get $150 on any of the moneyline’s for the

Final Four to change the odds to +3000, but paid out in bonus bets.

How to Bet on March Madness: Moneyline Betting

Moneyline bets are one of the most common and simple ways to bet on sports. When you (the

bettor) pick a team’s moneyline, you are simply picking that team to win outright, no matter what

the score is. The team with minus odds (-) typically indicates the favorite, and the team with plus

odds (+) typically indicates an underdog. An example of this type of bet is as follows:

BetMGM Promo Code Example Bonus Bet: UConn Huskies vs. Miami
Hurricanes Moneyline Odds

When you use BetMGM promo code NDBONUS, you can ensure that your first bet with BetMGM is

refundable as a bonus bet worth up to $1,000. You can place your first bet on March Madness and

if you lose, you can still use that bonus bet to wager on the UConn vs. Miami game.

For example, BetMGM has UConn as moneyline favorites (-250) and Miami as moneyline

underdogs (+210). So oddsmakers are giving UConn the edge to win outright in this game. If you

think UConn will win, you can place a $10 bet on the Huskies’ moneyline that would payout $14, if

they do in fact, win. However, if you think Miami will win, a $10 bet on their moneyline would

payout $31 because the odds of them winning were longer. The higher payout is typically

associated with betting the underdog.



Should you choose to bet either team’s moneyline ahead of their game on Saturday, BetMGM will

refund your stake if your bet loses. So, if you bet $50 on Miami’s moneyline and UConn wins,

BetMGM will refund you $50 in the form of a bonus bet to bet on anything that BetMGM offers

odds on. The maximum it will refund you is $1,000.

How to Bet the Points on NCAA Tournament Games

An oddsmaker will signify the balance between two competitors with a points spread. The

underdog is marked by a “+” sign followed by the number of points an oddsmaker believes they

might lose by. The favored team would be marked by a “-” sign and the number of points the

oddsmaker believes they might win by. This is not a bet on whether a team will win or lose, but a

bet on whether a team will cover the point spread that an oddsmaker lays out. An example of this

type of bet is as follows:

Caesars Promo Code Bet Credit Example: UConn Huskies vs. Miami
Hurricanes Point Spread

Use the Caesars Sportsbook promo code NDFULL to sign up with Caesars and your first bet will be

refunded (up to $1,250) if it loses. You can use either your first bet or your bonus bet to place a

wager on the Miami vs. UConn point spread.

Caesars Sportsbook has Miami at +5.5 and UConn at -5.5. This indicates that UConn is “giving” 5.5

points to Miami. A bet on Miami +5.5 means that the bettor thinks that Miami will lose by fewer

than 5.5 points or win. A bet on UConn at -5.5 means that a bettor believes that UConn will win by

5.5 points or more. If your team does not win/lose by the point spread, your bet would fail to

“cover.” The standard odds for this type of bet is -110 so the payout is the same.

For example, if you bet UConn at -5.5 and the final score is 75-72 (UConn win), then your bet

would not cover the point spread, and therefore, would not win. If UConn wins 80-72, then it

would cover the point spread because they won by more than 5.5 points. Your bet would win.

How to Bet Responsibly on the Final Four

March Madness brings everyone together, basketball fans or otherwise, and for sports bettors it's

an exciting opportunity to bet on the country’s top basketball programs. That being said, it should

be entertaining and for fun and not a way to make a living or chase debts. Here are some tips on

how to ensure you have a fun time, under control:

Responsible Gaming Tip 1: Use legal, regulated operators

The use of offshore sports betting sites is not only illegal, but they are unregulated, which means

the money you bet is not 100% secure. If something were to happen to it, there would be no way to

get it back. With March Madness being such a popular time to bet on sports, either casually or



with an operator, make sure that you are in a state where sports betting is legal, when you

participate.

Responsible Gaming Tip 2: Set spending/time limits

Several sportsbooks allow bettors to place spending or time limits on their account. Limits like this

are useful to prevent you from spending money that you don’t have or chasing your losses. Once

you have hit your limit, the sportsbook won’t allow you to place any more wagers until the

allotted time period is up. You can set this within your settings in the sportsbook.

This is especially important with so many March Madness games to bet on. There are a lot of

opportunities to place wagers, but you don’t have to use every opportunity. It ’s okay to be a

spectator in some games and a bettor in others.

Responsible Gaming Tip 3: Know your resources

If you do find yourself in trouble, know that you have free resources available to you to help. You

can call the National Problem Gambling Helpline at 1-800-522-4700 24/7 or check out

organizations like the National Council on Problem Gambling. They are dedicated to helping

people overcome gambling addiction and problems.
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